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Realm of the mad god guild help

Metadata I checked the Kingdom of the Mad God F.A.Q. and ROtMG FAQ: Novices Please Read! And the wiki at.com[ ( and [guide] Rutge Congergate a community guide and none of those girls mentioned. - How do you start a guild? - How do I join/invite to the gilda? What benefits does Gilda provide to its members? -
What do the guild lines mean? - How do I promote/upgrade a guild? Is there a means of checking the status of the guild outside the Rotmag game? Is there a means of checking the status of the guilds for which you are not a member?   Metadata I found my answers - blogs the game's replacement: #guilds ## build 121 -
can create guild for 1000 guild fame register - Guilds can have up to 50 members - Guilds have 4 ranks: leader, Officer, Member to Initiate - Guild Hall is a common space for actors in the guild - The Chronicle Guild shows current players in the guild - Guild Board is a text shared by the guild - actors in the guild can chat
with each other using /g hello ## build 122 - when a new guild is created, The creator will now be the founder - the founders can download/remove leaders - the existing guilds will not accept a founder (sorry) - Guild fame: when an actor earns fame, his guild earns an equal amount of guild fame. Guild glory can be
exploited by guild leaders. - Currently Guild Fame can only be used to buy better guild halls, but it will be given additional uses in future builds.   Metadata I upgraded my guild and nothing happened and I lost all my :(   Metadata waits about 10 minutes outside the gilded age and will change ;)   Metadata If I did a guild
and give up as a founder I'll have my fame back metadata &gt; *Originally published by **[SirFkALot](/Forums/103/Themes/253658?page=1#posts-5643393):*** &gt; &gt; &gt; I upgraded my guild and nothing happened and I lost all the points :( Why did you live it?   Metadata Is there a guild vault when upgraded higher?
What upgrades do guild halls have? Can I see another guild member in the guild hall with me? Is there any way to see who's online?   Metadata &gt; *Originally published by **[rainety](/Forums/103/topics/253658?page=1#posts-5874370):*** &gt; &gt; Is there a guild vault when upgraded higher? What upgrades do guild
halls have? Can I see another guild member in the guild hall with me? Is there any way to see who's online? There's no guild safe. Ever. All the guild upgrades just make this thing bigger and fantasized. That's it, that's it. You can see guild members in the hall, as long as they are in the guild hall located on the same
server as you are now. For example, if you're sitting in the Guild Hall on USWest, you shouldn't see guild members who aren't in the guild hall at USWest. You'll never be able to see friends online unless you happen to see them on time Although there is a message in the chat that shows every time Gilda goes online, and
says, \_ goes online.   Metadata has a page for the guild in wiki, under game goals: [ ( &gt; *Original posted by **[Ropro3000](/forums/103/topics/253658?page=1#posts-5644105):*** &gt; &gt; If I did a guild I gave up the founder do I get my fame back no. Giving up does nothing but remove yourself from the guild, and
delete it if you are the last person. The beginner's guide for those who don't want to read a great guide but want some advice begins. If you are new to the game, I recommend you read the Basic Game Information page as well.  Many of the conditions I use are listed there. What's the point of the game you're asking?  
Well, since there's no endgame challenge I'll list a few reasons why people play in a certain order.    Joining the gilda.  Guilds provide friendship and social interaction. Playing all the lessons. Every class has its challenges and rewards. Maximizes your character or multiple characters. Do events, dungeons and take over
the villain Orcas. Help others rise or fight or just be a nice person. For some it's just wasting time and relaxation. Starting the game the first time you noob, there is nothing wrong with being a noob.  Everyone who plays this game was noob at the point. When you create a new player, you start as a wizard.   The magician
is a very excellent class and he's the one we're going to use in this example.  If this is your first time connecting then you will start the guide.  Once you do that guidance, I believe it puts you in the field.  Please use the Nexus hot key to switch to Nexus. Banxus, you'll see a statue of a gold paladin above you on the left. 
Above you on the right is your pet yard gate.  Below you on the right is your vault door and below you to the left of the guild door.   Slightly more than the gold paladin are 2 gray warriors on both sides of the corridor.  These warriors are all to change kingdoms and a few other things. If you haven't chosen a name for your
character, please move your guy to Gold Palladine and click on it.  Here you can select a name, up to 10 alpha characters.  You need a name to talk to someone.   If you don't have a name all they'll see is 3 points (...) instead of speech.   How do I get gold?  You can buy gold with real silver in gold coin kioskies located
around nexus. How do I get fame?  Fame is acquired by killing monsters and gods.  A lot of monsters and gods. For new players I recommend the 3 wizard departments which is the first class you get when you start the game. The wizard has a very good weapon. Not charming level 20, it is a hard blow which creates
more chances in a mentally bound descent. Items such as the horror team, master robes, ball spells and destruction ring of excellent protection or health are very good items that allow the wizard to succeed. These items can all be for any or all SPD pot found in and around God Lands.The Wizard uses a witchcraft bomb
that can do a lot of damage when used on Gods.The Priest - available after achieving level 5 on WizardHe has an excellent weapons range. The priest has a healing ability, and when used properly, the priest can't even mimex can do much damage. Items such as the shadow wand, master robes, Tome of Renewing and
an excellent protection or health ring are very good items that allow the priest to succeed. Each item will cost the SPD each, sometimes the baton will be 2 SPD. The only drawbacks in this class, he's not a big hit compared to all the other classes. The main advantage is not even charming he can stay out at Godlands for
a long time increasing his chance of pot drops. The oboe owner - available after achieving level 20 on a wizard and PriestHe has a combination of abilities between the magician and the priest.He uses a team that gives him a very good weapons range. Necromancer gets almost as tied soul drops as Wizard.He has the
ability to steal HP (health) from enemies to heal himself and those nearby. Properly played this guy can stay in battle for a very long time. Items such as the horror team, the master clot, the essential tap skull and a ring of excellent protection or health are very good items that allow the oboe to succeed. All of these items
can be all for spd pot anyone. You may want to consider using the soul Siphon skull because of the reduced MP cost. These can be found as a common decline by monsters in the Undead.Playing den and the start game that you need to stay in groups, find other people with low-level departments.  When you're on a
team, bring together the same monsters you share experience points regardless of who kills the monster.   The more people in the group, the faster the monsters die, the less risk to your character. As you kill monsters/gods things sometimes drop items in bags.   If the item has a red background, that is, you cannot use it
for the class you are currently playing.  If you can use to compare its statistics against the statistics of the item you equip.   If the statistics for the new item are better, equip it and drop the old desalination item. Level 20 is the highest level available in the game.  Once this level is reached your EXPERIENCE bar (orange,
middle right) will be displayed as glory.  Now for all the killings, you're going to gain fame.  Your character has a slot for 6 HP pots and one for 6 MP pots.  HP are health potions used for recovery and the MP will refile your mana points used for your ability.  You need There are these 6 HP and 6 MP pots before daring to
go into battle. At some point around level 15 or 20 you want more challenge.  Go to an area called Godlands usually to the center of the map. From time to time events such as the Cube of God, the Temple of the Skull, the Locker of Davy Jones and others will come up. New players will find these almost impossible to do
without dying.  I recommend staying away from those until you have more experience in the game.   Even then they're going to be very dangerous. Every lesson you play has 8 stats.  Life, Mana, DEF, DEX, SPD, ATT, WIS and VIT.  Of these most important data is DEF.  With DEF maxed you will find that you can take
more damage and usually stay in the fight longer. Many advanced players will use a second account to process POTS.   Farming pots is just a violent kill until they drop the stat pots I listed above.   Your farmer's work will make him die many times, don't connect with him.  As the farmer finds stat pots, trade them to your
main account and have him drink them.   The following very important statistics are ATT and DEX for violent killing.  The more of these 2 stats you have a better chance of getting a committed mental decline, in other words the better chance you have in getting a stat pot. these are the basic things that I think are
important to new players.   Try joining the gilda.  Guild is a group of players (group) who may play together, be social and possibly help fellow guilds. Guilds.
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